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Description 

[0001  ]  The  invention  relates  to  a  method  for  applying 
a  material  pattern  by  means  of  an  applicator  to  a  sub- 
strate  moving  relative  to  said  applicator,  by  way  of  a 
control  valve  for  liquid  material,  in  particular  a  hot  melt, 
said  valve  being  controllable  for  opening  and  closing 
and  being  connected  to  a  material  supply,  which  mate- 
rial  pattern  in  the  direction  of  movement  is  sub-divided 
into  pattern  parts  with  slight  spacing  between  them,  and 
to  a  device  for  carrying  out  said  method. 
[0002]  Applying  a  liquid  material,  in  particular  a  hot 
melt,  by  means  of  an  applicator  to  a  substrate  by  way  of 
a  control  valve  with  controllable  opening  and  closing  is 
a  technique  which  is  known  per  se. 
[0003]  So  long  as  the  speed  of  the  material  relative  to 
the  applicator  remains  below  certain  values  and  the 
space  between  the  pattern  parts  is  not  too  small,  no 
particular  problems  occur,  despite  the  fact  that,  particu- 
larly  in  the  case  of  pneumatically  operated  valves,  for 
obtaining  a  well-defined  pattern,  i.e.  not  ragged,  large- 
size  air  supply  and  discharge  ducts  are  needed  in  order 
to  be  able  to  supply  and  evacuate  the  control  air  in  a 
short  time. 
[0004]  However,  the  situation  changes  when  the  rela- 
tive  speed  increases  and  the  space  between  the  pattern 
parts  has  to  be  small.  In  this  case  the  time  which 
elapses  between  quickly  making  the  valve  close  and 
subsequently  quickly  making  the  valve  open  is  too  short 
to  obtain  a  good  effect.  This  problem  occurs  in  particular 
in  the  case  of  pneumatically  controlled  valves,  in  the 
case  of  which  considerable  quantities  of  air  have  to  be 
supplied  or  discharged  through  large-size  ducts  in  order 
to  obtain  the  desired  rapid  opening  and  closing  of  the 
valves. 
[0005]  The  object  of  the  invention  is  to  provide  a  solu- 
tion  to  this  problem.  According  to  the  invention,  for  this 
purpose  use  is  made  of  at  least  two  control  valves  for 
controlling  the  outflow  of  material  from  an  outflow  aper- 
ture  of  a  nozzle  which  are  connected  to  the  material 
supply  and  are  made  to  open  and  close  sequentially. 
[0006]  If,  for  example,  there  are  two  control  valves  and 
the  first  of  these  two  is  made  to  close  at  the  end  of  its 
working  cycle  through  rapid  evacuation  of  the  control 
air,  and  is  not  in  a  position  to  allow  material  through 
again  very  shortly  afterwards  by  being  made  to  open, 
the  function  of  said  first  valve  is  taken  over  by  the  sec- 
ond  valve,  which  is  made  to  open  at  the  correct 
moment;  during  the  open  period  of  this  second  valve, 
there  is  an  opportunity  for  the  situation  in  the  first  valve 
to  recover,  and  said  first  valve  is  ready  for  the  next  work- 
ing  cycle  the  moment  the  second  valve  is  made  to  close. 
A  very  rapid  and  error-free  operation  is  achieved  in  this 
way. 
[0007]  Of  course,  the  principle  according  to  the  inven- 
tion  can  also  be  applied  to  a  system  with  more  than  two 
control  valves  -  for  example  three  or  even  four  -  which 
are  controlled  sequentially. 

[0008]  It  is  also  possible  to  divide  these  valves  into  two 
or  more  sets,  each  set  comprising  at  least  two  valves, 
and  said  sets  being  made  to  open  and  close  sequen- 
tially.  For  example,  it  is  possible  to  make  an  applicator 

5  interact  with  four  or  six  control  valves,  sub-divided  into 
two  or  three  sets  of  two  or  three  valves  each,  so  that 
even  in  the  case  of  an  applicator  with  a  relatively  long 
nozzle  a  good  effect  remains  guaranteed. 
[0009]  A  device  for  carrying  out  the  method  according 

10  to  the  invention  is  defined  in  claims  4  to  7. 
[001  0]  It  is  pointed  out  that  an  applicator  with  two  con- 
trol  valves  is  known  per  se  from  US-A-4,  735,  1  69.  In  the 
case  of  this  known  device,  however,  these  control 
valves  are  made  to  open  and  close  simultaneously,  so 

15  that  the  principle  on  which  the  invention  is  based  is  not 
known  from 
[0011]  From  DE-A1  -373581  6  there  is  known  a  pump 
system  for  dispensing  fluids.  The  pump  system  com- 
prises  two  bellow  pumps  which  are  connected  to  a  com- 

20  mon  fluid  line.  A  single  control  valve  is  provided  within 
said  fluid  line,  in  order  to  control  the  outflow  of  fluid  from 
an  applicator  gun.  The  two  bellow  pumps  are  controlled 
such  that  they  act  alternately,  in  order  to  provide  a  con- 
stant  flow  of  fluid. 

25  [001  2]  The  invention  is  explained  with  reference  to  the 
drawing,  in  which: 

Figures  1  a,  1  b  and  1  c  give  examples  of  patterns  of 
a  liquid  material,  in  particular  a  hot  melt,  to  be 

30  applied  to  a  substrate; 
Figure  2  shows  diagrammatically  a  plant  with  which 
the  method  according  to  the  invention  can  be  used; 
Figure  3  shows  a  time  chart  of  the  opening  and 
closing  times  of  the  valves  used  in  the  plant  accord- 

35  ing  to  Figure  2; 
Figure  4  shows  a  perspective  view  of  an  applicator 
suitable  for  use  of  the  method  according  to  the 
invention; 
Figure  5  shows  a  diagrammatic  view  of  a  plant  in 

40  which  the  valves  are  sub-divided  into  two  sets  of 
three  valves  each. 

[001  3]  In  Figure  1  a  reference  number  2a  indicates  the 
outflow  nozzle  of  an  applicator,  which  is  known  per  se 

45  and  is  not  shown  in  any  further  detail,  for  applying  strips 
of  liquid  material,  in  particular  a  hot  melt,  in  a  fixed  pat- 
tern  to  a  substrate,  which  is  considered  to  be  the  plane 
of  the  drawing,  three  of  which  strips  are  shown  and  are 
indicated  by  reference  numbers  4a  -  4c.  The  substrate 

so  must  move  in  the  direction  of  the  arrow  6  below  the  out- 
flow  nozzle  2a  at  a  speed  of,  for  example,  100  m  per 
minute,  thus  1,670  mm/sec,  while  the  distance  d 
between  the  respective  material  strips  can  be  3  mm. 
This  means  in  fact  that  the  time  elapsing  between  the 

55  shutting  off  of  the  material  supply  to  the  applicator 
opening  2  and  the  re-opening  of  said  supply  must  be  no 
longer  than  1.8  ms.  The  length  I-,  is  approximately  30 
mm,  corresponding  to  an  application  time  of  approx.  20 
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milliseconds. 
[0014]  Figure  1b  relates  to  the  situation  in  which  nar- 
row  strips  of  material,  indicated  by  8a-8e,  must  be 
applied  by  means  of  the  nozzle  2b  to  the  substrate.  The 
distance  l2  between  the  longitudinal  edges  of  each  s 
material  strip  is  in  this  case  equal  to  the  space  62 
between  the  respective  material  strips.  Here  again, 
therefore,  a  period  of  only  1  .8  ms  is  available  for  both 
the  supply  period  of  the  material  and  the  period  in  which 
the  material  supply  is  interrupted.  10 
[0015]  Finally,  Figure  1c  shows  by  way  of  example 
how  a  regular  pattern  of  rows  of  material  points 
12a...12d,  each  with  a  length  13  and  a  space  d3 
between  them  of  approx.  3  mm  can  be  applied  to  a  sub- 
strate  with  a  single  applicator  nozzle  2c,  provided  with  a  15 
number  of  obstructions  10a-10c.  Here  again,  only  1.8 
ms  is  available  as  the  time  in  which  the  material  supply 
takes  place  or  is  interrupted. 
[0016]  This  cannot  be  achieved  with  the  device 
according  to  the  prior  art,  but  it  can  with  the  measures  20 
according  to  the  invention.  The  principle  of  the  invention 
is  explained  with  reference  to  Figures  2  and  3. 
[001  7]  Figure  2  shows  diagrammatically  an  applicator 
1  4,  the  nozzle  1  6  of  which  lies  a  short  distance  above 
the  substrate  18  moving  relative  thereto  and  at  right  25 
angles  to  the  plane  of  the  drawing.  The  space  20  inside 
the  applicator  nozzle  22  is  connected  by  means  of  two 
pneumatically  controlled  control  valves  24,  26  to  the 
common  material  supply  line  28,  through  which  the 
material,  in  particular  a  hot  melt,  is  supplied  under  the  30 
influence  of  the  pressure  pump  30,  under  pressure  from 
a  source  32.  The  control  valve  24  is  pneumatically  con- 
trolled  by  means  of  the  line  34  by  the  shuttle  valve  36, 
the  connection  36a  of  which  is  in  communication  by 
means  of  the  line  38  with  a  pressure  medium  source  40,  35 
and  the  connection  36b  of  which  opens  out  into  the 
atmosphere,  or  can  be  connected  to  an  air  vent.  The 
control  valve  26  is  controlled  by  means  of  the  line  42  by 
the  shuttle  valve  44,  the  connection  44a  of  which  is  in 
communication  with  the  line  38,  and  thus  with  the  pres-  40 
sure  medium  source  40,  while  the  connection  44b 
opens  out  into  the  atmosphere. 
[0018]  The  shuttle  valve  36  and  the  shuttle  valve  44 
are  controlled  electrically  by  means  of  control  lines  (46, 
48  respectively)  by  a  central  control  unit  50,  which  sup-  45 
plies  the  shuttle  valves  36  and  44  with  the  current 
pulses  which  are  necessary  for  the  control  thereof. 
[001  9]  The  course  of  said  control  pulses  as  a  function 
of  time  is  indicated  in  Figure  3,  in  which  figure  the  line 
3a  relates  to  the  current  pulses  supplied  to  the  shuttle  so 
valve  36,  the  line  3b  relates  to  the  current  pulses  sup- 
plied  to  the  shuttle  valve  44,  and  the  line  3c  is  the  time 
axis.  It  is  assumed  that  during  the  current  pulses 
applied  to  the  shuttle  valves  36  or  44  the  latter  are  con- 
trolled  in  such  a  way  that  the  control  valve  24  or  26  con-  ss 
trolled  thereby  is  open.  The  chart  relates  to  the  situation 
shown  diagrammatically  in  Figure  1a. 
[0020]  The  control  valve  24  thus  opens  at  the  moment 

t1  and  closes  at  the  moment  t2;  the  time  interval  AT1 
corresponds  to  the  length  h  of  the  material  strip  4a  in 
Figure  1a.  During  this  period  of  time,  which  can  be,  for 
example,  20  ms,  the  material  flows  out  of  the  nozzle 
aperture  2a. 
[0021  ]  At  the  moment  t3,  AT2  after  t2,  for  example  1  .8 
ms  after  t2,  the  control  valve  26  is  opened.  This  situation 
continues  until  the  moment  t4,  AT1  after  t3,  and  during 
this  period  the  material  is  now  supplied  by  means  of  the 
control  valve  26  to  the  outflow  aperture  1  6  of  the  nozzle 
22,  resulting  in  the  material  strip  4b.  The  function  of  the 
material  supply  is  then  taken  over  again  by  the  control 
valve  24,  which  opens  at  the  moment  t5  and  remains 
open  until  the  moment  t6.  The  control  valve  26  then 
takes  over  the  function  of  the  control  valve  24. 
[0022]  It  is  clear  that  with  such  a  method  of  operation 
of  the  applicator  nozzle  the  two  pneumatically  operated 
control  valves  24  and  26  after  closure  have  plenty  of 
time  to  move  into  a  stable  closed  position  in  which  tran- 
sitional  phenomena  have  died  out,  and  the  valves  are  in 
a  position  in  which  they  can  be  opened  reliably  again  in 
order  to  ensure  the  material  supply. 
[0023]  Figure  4  shows  how  the  control  valves  24  and 
26  can  be  combined  with  the  applicator  nozzle  22  to 
form  a  constructional  unit.  The  various  supply  and  con- 
trol  lines  are  not  shown  in  this  figure. 
[0024]  Finally,  Figure  5  shows  diagrammatically  how, 
if  use  is  made  of  a  relatively  long  applicator  nozzle  60 
lying  above  the  substrate  62,  a  uniformly  distributed 
material  supply  can  be  achieved  through  the  use  of 
more  than  two  control  valves.  In  the  case  shown  there 
are  six  of  such  control  valves,  sub-divided  into  two  sets 
which  are  indicated  by  64a,  64b,  64c  and  66a,  66b,  66c 
respectively.  The  control  valves  64a  64b,  64c  are  oper- 
ated  simultaneously  by  means  of  the  common  control 
line  68,  and  the  control  valves  66a,  66b,  66c  are  oper- 
ated  simultaneously  by  means  of  the  control  line  70. 
The  control  line  68  corresponds,  for  example,  to  the 
control  line  34  in  Figure  2,  and  the  control  line  70  corre- 
sponds  to  the  control  line  42  in  Figure  2.  Line  68  is  con- 
nected  to  the  shuttle  valve  72,  the  functioning  of  which 
corresponds  to  that  of  the  shuttle  valve  36  in  Figure  2, 
while  line  70  is  connected  to  the  shuttle  valve  74,  the 
functioning  of  which  corresponds  to  that  of  the  shuttle 
valve  44  in  Figure  2.  For  the  sake  of  clarity,  the  remain- 
ing  connections  of  said  shuttle  valves  are  not  shown. 
[0025]  It  is  clear  that  in  the  case  in  which  the  length  l2, 
l3  of  the  material  strips  is  considerably  smaller  than  the 
length  l̂   of  the  material  strips  shown  in  Figure  1a  the 
time  duration  AT1  of  the  respective  control  pulses  will 
be  correspondingly  shorter,  but  even  then  it  remains 
long  enough  to  ensure  good  functioning. 

Claims 

1  .  Method  for  applying  a  material  pattern  by  means  of 
a  sequentially  operating  applicator  (14)  to  a  sub- 
strate  (18,  62)  moving  relative  to  said  applicator 
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(14),  by  way  of  a  control  valve  (24,  26)  for  liquid 
material,  in  particular  a  hot  melt,  said  valve  (24,  26) 
being  controllable  for  opening  and  closing,  and 
being  connected  to  a  material  supply  (28,  30,  32), 
which  material  pattern  in  the  direction  of  movement 
is  sub-divided  into  pattern  parts  with  slight  spacing 
between  them,  characterised  in  that  use  is  made  of 
at  least  two  control  valves  (24,  26)  for  controlling 
the  outflow  of  material  from  an  outflow  aperture 
(16)  of  a  nozzle  (22)  to  the  substrate  (18,  62)  which 
are  connected  to  the  material  supply  (28,  30,  32) 
and  are  made  to  open  and  close  sequentially. 

2.  Method  according  to  claim  1  , 
characterised  in  that  pneumatically  controlled  con- 
trol  valves  (24,  26)  are  used. 

3.  Method  according  to  claims  1  -  2, 
characterised  in  that  at  least  two  sets  of  control 
valves  (64a,  64b,  64c;  66a,  66b,  66c)  are  used  for 
each  applicator,  each  set  comprising  at  least  two 
control  valves  (64a,  64b,  64c;  66a,  66b,  66c),  and 
said  sets  being  made  to  open  and  close  sequen- 
tially. 

4.  Device  for  carrying  out  a  method  according  to 
claims  1  -  3, 
characterised  by  an  applicator  (1  4)  which  is  fed  by 
means  of  at  least  two  control  valves  (24,  26)  for 
controlling  the  outflow  of  material  from  an  outflow 
aperture  (16)  of  a  nozzle  (22)  to  the  substrate  (18, 
62)  which  are  controllable  for  opening  and  closing 
and  are  connected  to  a  material  supply  (28,  30,  32), 
and  by  control  means  (36,  44,  50)  for  making  the 
respective  valves  (24,  26)  open  and  close  sequen- 
tially. 

5.  Device  according  to  claim  4, 
characterised  in  that  the  control  valves  (24,  26)  are 
connected  to  one  common  outflow  duct  (20). 

6.  Device  according  to  claims  4  -  5, 
characterised  in  that  the  control  valves  (24,  26)  are 
pneumatically  operated  valves. 

7.  Device  according  to  claims  4  -  6, 
characterised  in  that  the  applicator  (60)  interacts 
with  a  least  two  sets  of  control  valves  (64a,  64b, 
64c;  66a,  66b,  66c),  of  which  each  set  comprises  at 
least  two  valves,  and  in  that  the  control  device  is 
designed  for  sequential  opening  and  closing  of  the 
respective  valves  (64a,  64b,  64c;  66a,  66b,  66c)  of 
the  respective  sets. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Verfahren  zum  Auftragen  eines  Material  musters 
mittels  eines  sequentiell  arbeitenden  Auftragege- 

rats  (14)  auf  ein  Substrat  (18,  62),  das  sich  relativ 
zum  Auftragegerat  (14)  bewegt,  uber  ein  Steuer- 
ventil  (24,  26)  fur  flussiges  Material,  insbesondere 
fur  einen  HeiBschmelzkleber,  wobei  das  Offnen 

5  sowie  das  SchlieBen  des  Ventils  (24,  26)  steuerbar 
sind  und  das  Ventil  an  einen  Materialvorrat  (28,  30, 
32)  angeschlossen  ist,  wobei  das  Materialmuster  in 
der  Bewegungsrichtung  in  knapp  voneinander 
abgesetzte  Teilmuster  unterteilt  ist, 

w  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  da  6  zur  Steuerung  der 
Materialabgabe  aus  einer  Abgabeoffnung  16  einer 
Dtise  (22)  auf  das  Substrat  (18,  62)  mindestens 
zwei  Steuerventile  (24,  26)  verwendet  werden,  die 
an  den  Materialvorrat  (28,  30,  32)  angeschlossen 

15  sind  und  sich  nacheinander  offnen  und  schlieBen. 

2.  Verfahren  nach  Anspruch  1 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  da  6  pneumatisch  beta- 
tigte  Steuerventile  (24,  26)  verwendet  werden. 

20 
3.  Verfahren  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  2, 

dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  fur  jedes  Auftrage- 
gerat  zwei  Gruppen  von  Steuerventilen  (64a,  64b, 
64c)  bzw.  (66a,  66b,  66c)  verwendet  werden,  wobei 

25  jede  Gruppe  mindestens  zwei  Steuerventile  (64a, 
64b,  64c)  bzw.  (66a,  66b,  66c)  umfaBt  und  die 
Gruppen  so  eingerichtet  sind,  daB  sie  sich  aufein- 
anderfolgend  offnen  und  schlieBen. 

30  4.  Vorrichtung  zum  Ausfiihren  eines  Verfahrens  nach 
einem  der  Anspriiche  1  bis  3, 
gekennzeichnet  durch  ein  Auftragegerat  (14),  das 
zur  Steuerung  der  Materialabgabe  aus  der  Abga- 
beoffnung  (16)  einer  Dtise  (22)  auf  das  Substrat 

35  (18,  62)  uber  mindestens  zwei  Steuerventile  (24, 
26)  gespeist  wird,  deren  Offnen  sowie  SchlieBen 
steuerbar  ist  und  die  an  einen  Materialvorrat  (28, 
30,  32)  angeschlossen  sind,  und  durch  Steuermittel 
(36,  44,  50),  die  die  Ventile  (24,  26)  jeweils  nachein- 

40  ander  offnen  und  schlieBen. 

5.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  4, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Steuerventile 
(24,  26)  an  einen  gemeinsamen  AusfluBkanal  (20) 

45  angeschlossen  sind. 

6.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  4  oder  5, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  die  Steuerventile 
(24,  26)  pneumatisch  betatigt  werden. 

50 
7.  Vorrichtung  nach  einem  der  Anspriiche  4  bis  6, 

dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  daB  das  Auftragegerat 
(60)  mit  mindestens  zwei  Gruppen  von  Steuerven- 
tilen  (64a,  64b,  64c)  bzw.  (66a,  66b,  66c)  zusam- 

55  menwirkt,  wobei  jede  Gruppe  mindestens  zwei 
Ventile  umfaBt,  und  daB  die  Steuereinrichtung  dazu 
ausgelegt  ist,  daB  sie  die  Ventile  (64a,  64b,  64c) 
bzw.  (66a,  66b,  66c)  der  einzelnen  Gruppen  nach- 

4 
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einander  offnet  und  schlieBt. 

Revendications 

1.  Procede  d'application  d'un  motif  de  matiere  au  s 
moyen  d'un  applicateur  a  fonctionnement  sequen- 
tiel  (14)  sur  un  substrat  (18,  62)  se  deplagant  par 
rapport  audit  applicateur  (14),  a  I'aide  d'une  vanne 
de  regulation  (24,  26)  permettant  de  delivrer  une 
matiere  liquide,  notamment  une  matiere  fondue,  to 
ladite  vanne  (24,  26)  pouvant  etre  commandee  de 
fagon  a  s  ouvrir  et  a  se  fermer  et  etant  reliee  a  une 
alimentation  de  matiere  (28,  30,  32),  motif  de 
matiere  qui,  dans  le  sens  du  deplacement,  est  sub- 
divise  en  parties  de  motif  separees  par  un  leger  is 
espacement  entre  elles,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'il  est 
fait  usage  d'au  moins  deux  vannes  de  regulation 
(24,  26)  pour  reguler  I'ecoulement  de  matiere  par 
une  ouverture  d'ecoulement  (16)  d'une  buse  (22) 
sur  le  substrat  (1  8,  62)  qui  sont  reliees  a  I'alimenta-  20 
tion  de  matiere  (28,  30,  32)  et  sont  faites  de  fagon  a 
s'ouvrir  et  a  se  fermer  sequentiellement. 

2.  Procede  selon  la  revendication  1  , 
caracterise  en  ce  que  des  vannes  de  regulation  a  25 
commande  pneumatique  (24,  26)  sont  utilisees. 

3.  Procede  selon  les  revendications  1  -2, 
caracterise  en  ce  qu'au  moins  deux  groupes  de 
vannes  de  regulation  (64a,  64b,  64c;  66a,  66b,  66c)  30 
sont  utilises  pour  chaque  applicateur,  chaque 
groupe  comprenant  au  moins  deux  vannes  de 
regulation  (64a,  64b,  64c;  66a,  66b,  66c),  et  lesdits 
groupes  etant  ouverts  et  fermes  sequentiellement. 

35 
4.  Dispositif  pour  mettre  en  oeuvre  un  procede  selon 

les  revendications  1-3, 
caracterise  en  ce  qu'il  comprend  un  applicateur 
(14)  qui  est  alimente  a  I'aide  d'au  moins  deux  van- 
nes  de  regulation  (24,  26)  pour  reguler  I'ecoule-  40 
ment  de  matiere  par  une  ouverture  d'ecoulement 
(16)  d'une  buse  (22)  sur  le  substrat  (18,  62),  qui 
peuvent  etre  commandees  de  fagon  a  s'ouvrir  et  a 
se  fermer  et  sont  reliees  a  une  alimentation  de 
matiere  (28,  30,  32),  et  des  moyens  de  commande  45 
(36,  44,  50)  pour  amener  les  vannes  respectives 
(24,  26)  a  s'ouvrir  et  a  se  fermer  sequentiellement. 

5.  Dispositif  selon  la  revendication  4, 
caracterise  en  ce  que  les  vannes  de  regulation  (24,  so 
26)  sont  reliees  a  un  conduit  d'ecoulement  commun 
(20). 

6.  Dispositif  selon  les  revendications  4-5, 
caracterise  en  ce  que  les  vannes  de  regulation  (24,  55 
26)  sont  des  vannes  a  commande  pneumatique. 

7.  Dispositif  selon  les  revendications  4-6, 

caracterise  en  ce  que  I'applicateur  (60)  interagit 
avec  au  moins  deux  groupes  de  vannes  de  regula- 
tion  (64a,  64b,  64c;  66a,  66b,  66c),  chaque  groupe 
comprenant  au  moins  deux  vannes,  et  en  ce  que  le 
dispositif  de  commande  est  congu  pour  ouvrir  et 
fermer  sequentiellement  les  vannes  respectives 
(64a,  64b,  64c;  66a,  66b,  66c)  des  groupes  respec- 
tifs. 
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